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Conjunctive adverbs and independent clauses worksheet
On this sheet: This amalgamation of the sheet directs the student to identify and non-perline conjuncture in each sentence. A conjunctive adverb is an adverb that connects two independent states. Conjunctive adverbs show cause and effect, consistency, contrast, comparison or other relationships. Common conjunctural adverbs include: additionally, as a result, on the contrary,
therefore, therefore, therefore, therefore, therefore, therefore, and so, the Conjunctures help students to write sentences containing two parts. This conjunctive adverb sheet can be used for grade grade grades. This sheet is suitable for 6th grade, 7th and 8th grades. Conjunctive adverb is a type of adverb that connects two provisions or proposals together, acting as a coordinating
relationship. It's like a word and, but adds a little more meaning to the sentence, showing the connection between the provisions. Example: The film was very bad; so a lot of people left early. Below are a few conjuncture sheets of adverbs. Worksheets on the AdverbsWorksheet #1The the first of the sheets will be students identifying the market supplement in the proposals.
Instructions: In the following sentences, emphasize the conjunctural adverb. Jason did not learn; so he failed the test. You can go when things are done; Otherwise, you will miss the party. We took picnic blankets; Besides, Sally brought food. The rain was pouring down; however, no one left the beach. You start cooking steaks; Meanwhile, I'll make dessert. I love this puppy;
however, my landlord does not allow pets. My father spends a lot of time in the yard; Thus, our house has the most beautiful yard on the block. Jose did not read the instructions; so he didn't collect the shelves properly. She received 20 birthday presents; however, she was not happy. I'm sorry you can't go to the park today; In addition, the weather forecast requires rain. Working
#2In the next sheet, the student will fill out the proper punctuation for suggestions with a conjunctural adverb and write sentences using the words properly. Explanation: The Conjunctures have put together two independent provisions or proposals and a new proposal. The first sentence usually ends in a comma, and the conjunctiva adverb is then accompanied by a comma.
Example: George has to sell his horse; So his riding days were over. Instructions: Place the correct punctuation in these sentences. Snow kept Sally from jogging anyway she had homework to do. The dance ended early, finally we could get something to eat. It's very hard to learn to swim, of course it will be worth it after all. Bob really wants a new car, however he can't let it. We'll
go to the movies, then we'll have lunch. He stayed up all night playing games, so he slept through this morning. You have to eat you vegetables otherwise you you not to be healthy. She doesn't go out of her way, so she doesn't make teams. Let's go for a walk in the meantime the roast will finish cooking. Bob and Ellen decided not to go to the party too I changed my mind, too.
Instructions: Write two sentences using one of these conjunctural adverbs: however, also, because, of course, in addition to the earlier sheet #3In the following conjunctural adverb sheets, students will choose a word that completes the sentence and recognize the correct use of punctuation. Explanation: To combine the two sentences together, you use a conjuncture adverb.
Example: I've researched a topic in length; hence, my newspaper received A. Instructions: Fill the gap with one of these conjuncture adverbs. You can only use each word once: however, in any case, besides later, instead, so the next, still, also He complained a lot; No one helped him. I really wanted red; I bought a blue one. I wanted to go; I saved my money. There are many
reasons to work hard; - The game can be fun. I will go to the park; I'll stop for a hamburger. Instructions: Put C before sentences that have the correct punctuation. If they are wrong, put I.___The the show was canceled; Either way, I really didn't want to go.___I music, but, I can't keep beat.___The the dog was really scary; so I went to the other side of the street.___Eating
important: otherwise, you will get sick lot.___Now I understand the triangles; I used to be completely lost. Conjuncture adverb sheets Think of conjuncture advers as adverb. They are commonly used at the beginning of a sentence to show how the basic idea of a sentence relates to another idea. For example: Lisa and Alan were on time. However, John arrived ten minutes late.
The staff are tired. As a result, there was an accident. Don't think of them as connections, because these words don't attach to sentences. They can only join the proposals if a semi-precise is used (in which case a half joins the proposal). By using these adverbs with connections, students often make a mistake called a splice comma. Example: There was a scandal, so the
president of the company resigned. (Wrong) These adverbs can't join the two independent reservations) There was a scandal. Therefore, the president of the company resigned. (Right: Two independent provisions are divided into periods.) There was a scandal; Therefore, the president of the company resigned. (Right: half-a-half joins two positions.) Why we use the market-based
AdverbsAs stated, conjunctures show how the two ideas (often two separate linked to each other. This relationship is usually one of them: AdditionContrastGiving exampleShowing resultConjunctive adverbs are also known as transient signals because they signal to the reader what will happen next. Using these transitions, we make our writing more cohesive and connected, and
in general, easier to read. These transitional signals are common in academic and professional writing. Conjunctures are common in academic writing. Thus, students must learn to use them.Common Conditions Adverbs and their functionsOrst - TimeFirst/First of All/FirstlySecond/Third etcFinally/LastlyThenNextEventuallyImmediatelyPreviously/earlierSub
sequentlyMeanwhileCurrently/PresentlyLaterIn the beginning/endAdditionAdditionallyIn additionAlsoBesidesFirst secondFurthermoreFurtherMoreoverContrastWhat it is in contrastNeeiko, Still, on the other side / Opposite Resistance ResistanceAlternativeLy Research-E-Host or Providing More Details of the Course Following factIn particular / ParticularSpecifResicallyults or
ConsequenceThereforeThusHenceAcual / As a resultConsecretation or SummaryIn the Summary of the Outcome of the ResultUltimatelyOverAsall You don't have to study all of them, but you have to learn at least one or two of each group so that you can plug the ideas into your suggestions effectively. Accommodation of conjunctural adverbsIn the early sentences (most
common) For example, people like to walk with their dogs. However, many customers were upset. At the end of the sentence people like to walk their dogs, for example. Many customers were upset, however. Between the subject and the first VerbPeople, for example, how to walk with their dogs. Many customers, however, were upset. Note: Although not conjunctural
adverbAlthough is a subordinate connection that begins with a dependent reservation. It's not a conjuncture. I didn't buy it. Although, I wanted an item. (Wrong) I didn't buy it even though I wanted an item. (Right: although the addicted reservation begins) I did not buy. However, I wanted the item. Let's practice conjunctures with some exercises. All the words in the exercises below
come from the table above. Exercise 1: Conjunctures (beginning) Bananas are healthy. However For exampleFirst In addition, they are easy to eat. A university can cost more than $20,000 a year in the United States. Finally, for example, many people just can't afford it. The owner of the company was extremely rich. However, for example, most of its employees were pretty poor.
There are several sports you can play in winter in Canada. However For the exampleNextIn additionTherefore, many people enjoy cross-country skating on Participants were asked to sit down. However, for example, they have now received a form form 2: Conjuncture adverbs (intermediate) Cigarette smoking can cause several health problems for smokers. Moreover, in
particular, on the contrary, it can affect the health of those who breathe in a generation. The title of the book suggests that it is a story about success. What's more, history teaches the reader a few important lessons about failure. There are many areas Alan wants to visit in Europe. Moreover, in particular, on the contrary, he really wants to see Switzerland and Italy.Linda studied
the exam. For example, in particular, on the contrary, her brother watched TV in the living room. Becoming a doctor requires a lot of research and skills. Moreover, in particular, on the contrary, doctors' salaries are relatively high. Exercise 3: Conditional Adverbs (Intermediate) Her company's policy states employees should stay at home when sick. Currently, Renee didn't go to
work because she had gastric flu. The main character is presented as bold and powerful. His best friend Oliver, now in contrast, is described as a weak boy who lacks confidence. Currently, more companies are allowing their employees to work from home. Currently, this trend may become a new standard because it offers many benefits to employees and employers. Although
some useful information was provided at the meeting, it was now considered a waste of time, according to participants. Exercise 4: Conditional adverbs (Paragraph) Smoking in restaurants should be prohibited. As a result, first of all, when people smoke in restaurants, smoke from their cigarettes affects other people. This smoke, called second-hand smoke, is unwell for others to
breathe. However, a 2011 report by the Johnson Institute found that passive smoke is even more dangerous than smoke inhaled by smokers themselves. Indeed, in conclusionraLaterFurthermore, smoking negatively affects the way food tastes. It has been proven that the sense of smell contributes to the way people enjoy their food. Therefore, unlike AllalsoFirstly, if a restaurant
smells like an ashtray, eating food in it won't be so pleasant. For example, because of these negative factors, the Government should take steps to ensure that people are not allowed to smoke in restaurants. This will create the best lunch for smokers and non-smokers.-Issues? Find the bug? Leave a comment below! - Created by Matthew Barton from Englishcurrent.com
(copyright) Related Content English Current Grammarly as a learning tool to reduce English language errors. If you find this page useful, consider donating to our hosting bill to show your support! Support! conjunctive adverbs and independent clauses worksheet answers
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